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Heap (priority queue)

Fundamental data structure that stores a collection of items,
each with an associated key.

Main operations:

make-heap

insert

find-min

delete-min

decrease-key

meld (no searching by key)

Applications: sorting, graph algorithms, discrete-event simulation, . . .
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(selected) prior work:

hollow heap

Fibonacci heap

thin heap

thick heap

soft heap

binary heap

sequence heap
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binomial heap

pairing heap

rank-pairing heap

implicit heap

quake heap

violation heap

strict heap

run-relaxed heap

sort heap

fat heap

2-3 heap
trinomial heap

skew heap

leftist heap

skew-pairing heap

Do we need another heap?
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Fibonacci-heap
make-heap O(1)

insert O(1)
find-min O(1)

delete-min O(logn)
decrease-key O(1)

meld O(1)

Fibonacci heap is optimal in amortized sense. [Fredman, Tarjan, 1984]

Strict Fibonacci heap achieves these bounds without amortization.
[Brodal, Lagogiannis, Tarjan, 2012]
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Is there a simple, optimal, “self-adjusting” heap?
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Pairing heap [Fredman, Sedgewick, Sleator, Tarjan, 1986]

one-sided linking of adjacent nodes, x < y:

..adds child on the left.
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Pairing heap is simple and fast, a “robust choice” in many applications.

Can we improve decrease-key analysis to O(1)? No!

→ Ω(log logn) lower bound [Fredman, 1999] [Iacono-Özkan, 2014]

Can we improve decrease-key analysis to O(log logn)? Open Question!

→ Alternative analysis: O(4
√

log logn)-time decrease-key, meld, insert. [Pettie, 2005]

→ Alternative implementation: O(log logn)-time decrease-key, meld. [Elmasry, 2017]
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[Kozma, Saranurak, 2018] showed:

Smooth heap is closely related to Greedy BST, a conjectured instance optimal
search tree.

Consequence: Smooth heap sorts a sequence of length n in time O(n logn).
(n × insert, then n × delete-min)

For several structured sequences better bounds shown (adaptive sorting).

This analysis is restricted to sorting mode.

Question: Is the smooth heap efficient as a general-purpose heap?
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Our results:

specify all operations in smooth heaps

self-contained analysis of smooth heaps
(obtained bounds are best known for any self-adjusting heap)
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make-heap O(1) O(1)
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decrease-key O(1) O(logn)∗

meld O(1) O(1)

∗ with simple implementation of decrease-key.
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Our results:

specify all operations in smooth heaps

self-contained analysis of smooth heaps
(obtained bounds are best known for any self-adjusting heap)

Fibonacci-heap Smooth heap
make-heap O(1) O(1)

insert O(1) O(1)
find-min O(1) O(1)

delete-min O(logn) O(logn)
decrease-key O(1) O(log log n)∗

meld O(1) O(1)

∗ with Elmasry-style implementation of decrease-key.
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Slim heap:

(1) one-sided linking (2) locally maximal linking

Somewhat simpler in practice, same theoretical bounds can be shown.
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1. Sort roots in the buffer by key
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3. Insert resulting root into root list

4. Update min-root Buffer:



Slim heap:
implementation very similar, but uses one-sided links instead of stable links.
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Experimental results

Comparing Smooth/Slim heaps and Pairing heaps



Sorting random and semi-random permutations



Dijkstra’s algorithm



Conclusion

Smooth/slim heaps are simple and fast (in theory and practice).

Is the analysis of decrease-key tight?
(known lower bounds do not seem to apply)

Other self-adjusting data structures?

Adaptive properties of smooth/slim heaps?


